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task of passing Statutes to enable people to do what they 
had already the "legal right" of doing. 

If this is Sir John Lubbock's view of a Statutory 
Commission, it was not the view taken by the late Royal 
Commission, to whose Report he indeed refers, but whose 
Report, we are compelled to believe, he has never read. 
For, in words too clear for misunderstanding, they have 
expressly recommended that the proposed change should 
be effected," not by Charter, but by legislative authority." 1 

Is it possible to suppose that in the discussions which have 
taken place in the Senate on the subject of the Report, 
the distinction so clearly pointed out has never been 
noticed or commented on in that august assembly, 
though presided over by the highest legal authority in the 
realm? Or if (as we must needs assume) the distinction 
did not pass unnoticed, was Sir John slumbering in his 
chair ; and when he concurred in voting the resolution, 
by which the Senate accepted generally the recommend
ations of the Commissioners, including this vital one, was 
he not aware of the meaning of his act? Every assump
tion we make seems incredible ; yet it looks as if, 
notwithstanding, some or one of them must be true. 

The authors of the protest 'addressed to Sir John 
Lubbock say truly that it would be "without precedent" 
to confer on Convocation the right to "supervise the 
Acts of a Commission entrusted with the reorganisation 
of the University of which Convocation itself is a part." 
But when we ask ourselves how this right is to be ex
ercised, the matter becomes not only unprecedented, but 
almost inconceivable. Is the ratification or veto of Con
vocation to be exercised directly on the Acts of the 
Statutory Commission, so as to be interposed between 
such Acts and the "approval of Parliament in the usual 
way," and so as to exclude Parliament from the power 
of considering any proposals of its own Commissioners 
not so ratified ? Or is it to stand in lieu of the ratification 
of Parliament, so as to transfer the power of Parliament 
to the individual graduates ? Or is the ratification of 
Parliament to be given only subject to the power of the 
graduates to disallow the Act of the Legislature ? Or is, 
perhaps, the ratification and veto to be exercised by the 
more compendious method of entrusting the Member for 
the University with a power to overrule the decision of 
Parliament and its Commissioners? We shall look with 
interest at the particular form given to the clause which 
Sir John Lubbock proposes to introduce into the Bill. 

But yet, for one so careful of the "legal right," one or 
two strange things are to be observed as to his proposal. 
Convocation, as we all know, has already, like the Senate, 
accepted the recommendations of the Commission, and, 
like the Senate, claims to represent its views before the 
Statutory Commission, when appointed. Convocation 
has passed this resolution in the exercise of its "legal 
right," and in the mode, that is, in the mode pre
scribed by the Charter on which alone its rights depend.2 

l ''In view of the failure of previous attempts to settle this question, and of 
the difficulty and delay which must inevitably attend an alteration of the 
constitution of the University through the action of the University itself, we 
are of opinion that, in accordance with the precedents followed in other cases 
of University reform, the changes we recommend should be effected not by 
Charter but by legislative authority, and by the appointment of a Commission 
with statutory powers to settle, in the first instance, arrangements and 
regulations in general conformity with the recommendations which we are 
about to submit to your 1\Iajesty." (Report, p. xii.) 

The twenty· first clause of the Charter provides '"That the Convocation 
of the University shall have the powers following(that is to say) :-The power 
of nominating three persons for every Fellow to be appointed in the manner 
hereinbefore mentioned from a List nominated by the Convocation, as pro
vided by this our Charter ; with power to the Convocation, if it shall think 
fit, to enable absent members of the Convocation to vote on such nominations 
of Lists by Voting·papers, in such form or to such effect, and to be signed, 
transmitted, verified, and recorded in such manner, and subject to such regu
lations and provisions, as the Ccnvocation may from time to time determine, 
but not so to 7'ote on any other matter :-the power of discussing any matter 
whatsoever relating to the University, and of declaring the opinion of Con· 
vocation in any such matter :-the power of ... accepting any new or sup
plemental Charter for the University, or consenting to the surrender of this 
our Charter or of any new Charter or supplemental Charter ; provided, never· 
theless, that the consent of the senate shall be also requisite for the acceptance 
of any new or supplemental Charter, or the surrender of this our Charter or 
of any new Charter or supplemental Charter ••• ," (The italics are ours.) 
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Is it not a little strange, then, that this new power of rati
fication or veto, which is not an "existing legal right" at 
all, is to be exercised, not in the manner in which the 
acceptance of a new Charter is by the express language of 
the existing Charter to be exercised, but in a mode in 
which that very right, on the analogy of which the claim 
is based, cannot be exercised. But truly the argument is 
all of a piece ; and the result is, that the individual 
graduate is to have a larger, and a more irresponsible, 
power in controlling the Acts of the Legislature, than he 
has in controlling the Acts of the Crown alone, acting on 
the instance of the Senate. 

For, and this is the other strange thing, what in the 
view of this champion of " legal rights " is to become of 
the legal rights of the Senate ? The Senate is the sole 
administrative governing body of the University. It is 
the Senate which must necessarily have the most intimate 
knowledge of the working of the system which it ad
ministers, and of the needs of the University for the con
duct and reputation of which it is responsible. It is the 
Senate which would alone apply to the Crown for that 
new Charter which Convocation has the power of 
accepting or rejecting, and without whose application no 
such Charter would ever come under discussion. Surely 
it would be logical, or at least consistent in its illogicality, 
to require that the acts of the Statutory Commission 
should also be submitted to the approval of the Senate, 
and (let it be added) that the individual members of the 
Senate should record their opinion by means of voting 
papers. Or is it indeed only the "legal rights" of "con
stituents" that are to be, not indeed preserved, but 
extended by the creation of a new and exorbitant 
precedent? 

POST-GRADUATE STUDY AND RESEARCH 
AT CAMBRIDGE 

T HE Senate of the University of Cambridge have now 
approved new statutes for submission to Her 

Majesty in Council, conferring on the University the 
power of admitting to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, or 
Bachelor of Law, "advanced students" who ha\'e resided 
six terms, and have fulfilled certain requirements to be 
prescribed by ordinance from time to time. 

The regulations which will become ordinances when 
the statutes are confirmed have been published, and run 
as follows. A few notes are added in square brackets by 
way of explanation. 

REGULAT!OKS FOR COURSES OF ADVAKCED STUDY A:-ID 
RESEARCH. 

(A) Admission as Advanced Students of Persons wlzo are not 
already lkfembers of the University. 

(1) Applications for admission as advanced students shall be 
made to the Registrary. 

No person shall be admitted as an advanced student who has 
not attained the age of twenty·one years. 

(2) Each application shall be accompanied by 
(i.) a diploma or other certificate of graduation at a University 

[British or foreign] ; 
(ii.) a statement as to the course or courses of (a) advanced 

study or (b) research which the applicant desires to pursue, to
gether with such evidence of qualification, attainments, and 
previous study as he may be able to submit ; . . 

(iii.) a certificate or declaration t.hat the apphcant has attamed 
the age of twenty-one years. 

(3) In exceptional cases persons who do not present a diploma 
or certificate of graduation [at another University] may be ad· 
mitted as advanced students, provided they give such evidence 
of special qualification as may be approved by the Degree Com
mittee of the Special Board of Studies with which the proposed 
course of advanced study or research is most nearly connected. 

(4) Applications shall, in general, be submitted not later than 
the first clay of October in the academic year in which. the 
applicant proposes to begin his course. But the authonties 
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specified in Regulation 5 shall have power to consider applica
tions submitted at other times. 

(S) The Registrary shall forthwith communicate each applica
tion to the Chairman of the Special Board of Studies with which 
the proposed course of advanced study or research appears to be 
most nearly connected. 

Applications for admission to courses of advanced study shall 
be considered and decided upon by the Chairman of the Special 
Board. 

Applications for admission to courses of research, and excep
tional applications under Regulation 3, shall be considered and 
decided upon by the Degree Committee the Special Board. 

(6) The application shall not be granted unless it shall appear 
(i.) that the course or courses of advanced study or research 

can conveniently be pursued within the University; and 
(ii.) that the applicant has produced adequate evidence that he 

is qualified to enter upon the proposed course or courses. 
(7) When the application has been decided, the Chairman 

shall inform the Registrary of the decision ; and the Registrary 
shall inform the applicant. 

(8) Before a person is admitted as an advanced student, he 
shall become a member of a College or Hostel, or a non
collegiate student [for this admission he mu<;t present satis
factory testimonials of character and attainments]_ He shall 
not be allowed to count any term before that in which he has 
matriculated [by signing the matriculation book of the Uni
versity, and paying a fee of £5: there is no "matriculation 
examination"], unless he has satisfied the Council of the Senate 
that his matriculation had been deferred for grave and sufficient 
cause. 

(B) Courses if Advanced Study. 
(9) An advanced student, who has kept two terms by resid

ence, may in his third term of residence or in any subsequent 
term become a candidate for any of such Tripos examinations 
or parts of Tripos examinations as shall have been opened to 
advanced students under the provisions hereinafter contained. 

The name of every such candidate shall be sent to the Regis
trary by the Praelector of his College or Hostel, or by the Censor 
of non-collegiate students, as the case may be, at the same 
time and in the same manner as the names of other candidates ; 
but a mark shall be added to his name showing that he is an 
advanced student. 

(ro) It shall be the duty of each Special Board of Studies from 
time to time to consider whether the Tripos examination or a 
part only of the Tripos examination with which that Board is 
connected shall be open to advanced students, and also what 
standard in the examination must be attained by an advanced 
student in order that his name may be included in the list men
tioned in the next Regulation ; and their recommendation after 
approval by the General Board of Studies shall be submitted for 
adoption by Grace of the Senate. 

In cases where two or more Special Boards are connected 
with a Tripos examination, the duty presqibed by this Regula
tion shall be performed by such Boards in joint meeting 
assembled. 

(II) The names of such advanced students as satisfy the 
Examiners that they have attained the required standard in the 
examination shall be placed in alphabetical order on a list, 
written or printed, signed by all the Examiners and distinct 
from the Tripos list, which shall be regarded as the authorita
tive list and shall be preserved in the Registry. The Chairman 
of the Examiners shall send both to the Vice-Chancellor and to 
the Registrary a printed copy certified by him to be a correct 
copy of the authoritative list. 

(Iz) An advanced student who has satisfied the Examiners as 
prescribed in Regulation I I shall be qualified to enter upon a 
course of research, provided that the subject of his research be 
approved by the Degree Committee of one of the Special 
Boards. 

( I3) An advanced student who has satisfied the Examiners as 
prescribed in Regulation I I and has kept by residence at least 
six terms shall be entitled to proceed to the degree of B.A. 
and thereafter under the usual conditions to the degree of :\LA. 
and to other degrees in the University [i.e. for example, M.D., 
Sc.D., or Litt.D.]. 

(14) An advanced student who has satisfied the Examiners in 
the Law Tripos as prescribed in Regulation I I and has kept 
by residence at least six terms, shall also be entitled to proceed 
to the degree of LL.B. and thereafter under the usual con
ditions to the degree of LL. M. and to other degrees in the 
University [for example, LL.D.]. 
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(C) Courses if Research. 
(IS) An advanced student who has been admitted to a course 

of research shall pursue that course under such direction and 
supervision and under such other· conditions as may be pre
scribed by the Degree Committee. 

(I6) An advanced student, who has kept two terms by resi
dence, may in his third term of residence, or in any subsequent 
term, submit to the Degree Committee, not later than the divi
sion of the term, a di>sertation containing an account of and 
embodying the results of his research. The dissertation shall be 
referred to one or more persons appointed by the 
who shall have power to examine the student orally or otherwise 
upon the subject thereof, and shall report thereon to the Com
mittee. Each of the persons so appomted shall receive a fee of 
two guineas from the University Chest. 

The Committee shall have power to take into consideration to
gether with the dissertation any memoir or work [previously or 
subsequently] published by the student which he may desire to 
submit to them. 

(I 7) If the Degree Committee be of opinion that the work 
submitted by the student is of distinction as an original contribu
tion to learning or as a record of original research, they shall 
draw up a statement to this effect, indicating therein the subject 
or subjects of the student's research. 

(I8} The statement drawn up by the Degree Committee shall 
be forwarded by the Chairman to the Registrary, who shall em· 
body it in a Certificate of Research in a form approved by the 
General Board of Studies. No such Certificate shall be granted 
unless and until three terms have been kept by residence. 

Each candidate before receiving his Certificate of Research 
shall deposit in the University library a copy of his disserta
tion in a form approved by the Degree Committee. 

(I 9) A student who has obtained a Certificate of Research and 
has kept by residence at least six terms shall be entitled to pro
ceed to the degree of B. A. and thereafter, under the usual 
conditions to the degree of M.A. and to other degrees in the 
University [see Regulation I3, above]. 

(D) Admission to Courses of Research of Persons who are 
already Graduates of tlze Uni7Jersity. 

(zo) A graduate of the University who desires to be admitted 
as an advanced student with a view to obtaining the Certificate 
of Research described in Regulation I8, shall make application 
to the Chairman of the Special Board of Studies with which his 
proposed course of research appears to be most nearly connected ; 
and the application shall be considered and decided upon by the 
Degree Committee of the Special Board. 

(zi) The Degree Committee shall not gr,mt the application 
unless they are satisfied 

(i.) that the course or courses of research can conveniently be 
pursued within the University ; and 

(ii.) that the applicant has produced adequate evidence that 
he is qualified to enter upon the proposed course or courses. 

(zz) If the application be granted, the student shall become 
entitled to a Certificate of Research upon satisfying the require
ments of Regulations IS-I8. 

(E) Table of Fees for flfatriculation, Examinations, and 
Degrees. 

1\IATRICUL\TI0:-.1. £ s. d. 
Advanced student (at any time, whether fellow-

commoner or not) 5 o o 
[Certain Colleges, e.g. St. John's, Trinity, 

and King's, have recently admitted senior 
students, generally graduates of other U ni
versities, as "fellow-commoners." These 
dine with the fellows, and have certain 
special privileges. Fellow-commoners not 
admitted as "advanced students" pay to 
the University a matriculation fee of ten 
guineas.] 

EXAill!NATIO:\S. 
Advanced Studmts: 

On admission to a Tripos examination or a part 
of a Trivos examination 3 o o 

On submitting a dissertation for the Certificate of 
Research, on each occasion [z.e. the fee has to be 
paid again if the candidate ic unsuccessful the 
first time] 5 o o 

DEGREES. 
.-ld7Janced Students: 

B. A. or LL.B. at any congregation for degrees . . 7 o o 
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[The fee for these degrees, except at "general admissions," is 
ten guineas for students not admitted as " advanced students."] 

Advanced students shall pay to the University Chest the same 
capitation tax as other members of the University, and under the 
same conditions as to standing (Graces June 1, 1893, and 
February 14, 1895): provided that the quarterly payment to be 
made by an advanced student, who has obtained a certificate of 
research but has not been admitted to a degree, and who has 
ceased to reside in the University, shall from and after the end 
of the eighth quarter from the commencement of residence be 
four shillings and threepence. 

[The "capitation tax" referred to is thus in general ten shil
lings a quarter during 'the two years of residence, and four 
shillings and threepence a quarter thereafter until the advanced 
student removes his name from the boards of his College.] 

The outcome of these regulations is this, that a graduate 
of a British, American, or other University, who can 
show evidence of special qualifications for advanced study 
in literature, Jaw, history, or other like subject, or for 
scientific research, may be admitted under exceptionally 
favourable conditions to the University of Cambridge, 
He will not be required to pass the "previous examina
tion " in Greek, Latin, elementary mathematics, and other 
subjects of preliminary education. He may reside 
two years instead of the three required of ordinary 
undergraduates. He will probably be allowed special 
privileges in respect of the University library, the 
museums, and the laboratories. He may become a 
candidate in the parts of certain of the Triposes con
cerned with his particular subject, or he may engage from 
the outset in independent research. If he approves 
himself sufficiently in the Tripos examination, or 
achieves results in relation to his research which may 
fairly claim •' distinction," he may proceed to the degree 
of B.A. without further examination. Thereafter he 
need not reside further, but after the ordinary period of 
probation, pass to the higher degree of M.A. This 
opens the way to the doctorate in science or in letters 
for those whose after-work is of sufficient merit. A point 
of importance is contained in the second clause of Regula
tion 16, which provides that work published elsewhere may 
be taken into account in deciding whether an advanced 
student is qualified for his certificate or degree. 

The "Degree Committee " of a Special Board consists 
of the professors and other elected members of the Board, 
but not the examiners for Triposes, &c., who are appointed 
for a year at a time. The special Boards deal respec
tively with theology, law, medicine, classics, oriental 
studies, medi<eval and modern languages, mathe
matics, physics and chemistry, biology and geology, 
history and arch<eology, moral science, and music. The 
Triposes are the mathematical, classical, moral sciences, 
natural sciences, mechanical sciences, theological, law, 
historical, oriental languages, and medi<eval and modern 
languages. It has yet to be determined what parts of 
these shall be specially opened to advanced students, but 
as most of them are divided into two parts, it is likely that 
the second or more advanced and specialised parts will 
as a rule be made available. The University has made 
concessions as to the fees to be paid by advanced students, 
and there is no doubt that as the scheme comes into 
working order, the colleges will follow the lead of the 
University in this respect. 

The scheme is one which should lead to important 
developments in the future. Graduates of other univer
sities, unless they came from Oxford or Dublin, or were 
specially "affiliated," could share in the advantages 
which Cambridge has to offer, only on condition of 
becoming mere undergraduate students, and so beginning 
their academic course over again. Now, if they are 
sufficiently qualified by previous study and attainments, 
they are admissible on a higher and definitely recognised 
footing, and may at once .enter on post-graduate work. 
It is to be hoped that, at least in English-speaking 
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countries, the opportunities thus off&-ed for higher study 
in Cambridge may soon be appreciated ; and that a 
steadily increasing number of those who now from our 
colonies and the United States proceed to continental 
universities in pursuit of learning may find in one of the 
old English universities a more natural and a more 
interesting academic resort. 

THE HEALTH OF LONDON. 

THE immense strides which have been marle in 
sanitary science, the well-nigh feverish eagerness 

with which all questions relating to health are pursued, 
causes the layman to turn with interest and, indeed, 
curiosity to any reliable record he can obtain of statistics 
relating to the public health. 

" What," he asks, " is the actual practical result of all 
these efforts on the part of municipal authorities and 
other responsible public bodies on the health of our great 
cities?" 

It is thus that statistics become invested with an 
interest even to the uninitiated, and there is no more 
striking tendency in the hygienic crusade which prevails 
than the sense of individual responsibility which it has 
succeeded in arousing in the conduct of sanitary matters, 
and the participation of the people themselves in measures 
of sanitary reform. Hence the compilation and issue by 
the London County Council of periodic reports on a 
variety of hygienic subjects ; and the appearance of 
"County Council Orange Books" may now be regarded 
as a familiar feature in the administration of that demo
cratic body. 

One of the most recent of these is the annual report 
of the London County Council's Medical Officer of 
Health for the year 1893. 

This weighty document bristles with figures, and em
braces a variety of subjects, but to only a few of the 
more important of these can we briefly refer here. 

Perhaps the most appropriate point to start from, is 
the consideration of some interesting data dealing with 
the expectation of life, actuarily calculated, enjoyed by 
Londoners from five years upwards in the period of 
188r-9o and 186r-7o respectively. 

These statistics go to show that the expectation of life 
of males at five years of age has improved from 47'49 
years to 50'77 ; or, in other words, during the last period 
there has been a gajn of 3·28 years. As regards females, 
we find the expectation of life has risen from 5o·87 to 
54'43, or a gain of 3'55 years. At subsequent ages there 
is also, in all cases, an improvement, though relatively 
less than at age five, showing that the greater part of 
the gain is in the periods of youth and early maturity. 

If we compare these tables with those of a similar 
nature, which have been compiled for each sex in Man
chester and Glasgow from 1881-90, we find that the 
expectation of life in London exceeds that enjoyed by 
the inhabitants of both these large cities. 

Londoners may also congratulate themselves upon the 
fact that the death-rate in London was lower than that 
of the majority of the capitals of Europe and of New 
York ; thus, we can contrast a death-rate of 2 1'3 per 
IOoo, with 2!'8 in Paris, 22·3 in Rome, 24·0 in Vienna, 
and 30·6 in St. Petersburg, and in New York 23'9 per 
1000. 

As compared with our five largest cities--Manchester, 
Liverpool, Birmingham, Leeds, and Sheffield-London 
again can boast of the lowest death-rate ; whilst our 
infant mortality, compared with that of other English 
towns having more than 2oo,ooo inhabitants, was also 
lower in every case with the single exception of Bristol. 

If we look more closely into the particulars of the 
death-rate, we find that, as regards the principal zymotic 
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